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Power To The Uniform
Your s ignature out f it ,  known as your "s ty le uniform," isn' t  just  a lazy way to get
dressed. I t  may be a testament to achieving t rademark s ty le and the best  way

to add your personal  mark to the fashion world.

In a strange paradox of the fashion industry, some of the most creative designers are known to wear the
exact same outfit to every runway show and event. Think about it. Carolina Herrera? Black a-line skirt and
white button-up blouse. Giorgio Armani? A black tee and black pants. Every time. Phoebe Philo? The queen
of power-dressing loves her boyish crewneck sweatshirts, mens’ jackets, and skinny pants. Vera Wang?
Black, black, and more black (plus the peace-sign hands, of course).The list goes on and on, and I think this
phenomenon deserves a title of its own. Enter the “style uniform.”

Style uniform  (n.) 1. A person’s signature outfit, which may be defined by a specific color, pattern, cut
of clothing, or item. Ex. “Amanda loves her ripped jeans, white tops and Berks. It’s like, her style uniform.”
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It still seems strange, though, that these designers would opt for the same, simple pieces in place of the
imaginative designs they themselves create. But maybe these style uniforms don’t contradict the idea of
fashion at all.

Maybe they confirm it.

If fashion is the cultivation of a unique, personal style - the kind that tells a story - then creating a style
uniform could be the way to achieve just that.

Analyzing my process of choosing an outfit each day, I’ve recognized a few style commonalities of my own.
And though my outfits aren’t as streamlined (yet) as those of the designers above, my style uniform
undoubtedly emerges in the form of white crop tops, silky gaucho pants, and an inexplicable inclination
toward snakeskin.

But now I think my uniform is more than just garments on a hanger. It’s a reflection of myself; a
distinguishable, trademark style that other people might recognize as distinctly me. And I’m willing to bet
there’s a signature item in your collection somewhere that’s distinctly you, too.

What’s your style uniform, and what does it say about you? Share your answer on Twitter or Instagram with
the hashtag #SLASHERGIRL.

By Tatiana Cirisano
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